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Recently I was going through some old files and 

found a document I had prepared for my senior staff 

back in December of 1984. At that time I served as 

executive vice president and general manager of 

the search firm where I began my career in June of 

1972. My staff asked me to write down the scripts 

I considered to be the foundation for my work in 

transforming prospects into clients.

Now, more than 40 years later, I reviewed what I 

had written. Although there were just a few scripts 

on the document, they had been chosen from many 

hundreds I had used over the years. After reflecting 

on my choices, I knew these scripts did in fact serve 

as the foundation for much of my client development. 

Very importantly, they reminded me of the almost 

limitless variation of scripts that could be developed 

from these few simple examples.

Presented below are those scripts.

Generally, only the best survive long-term in staffing, 

but that doesn’t mean there aren’t a lot of staffing 

agencies. It seems like everybody these days thinks 

they can open up a staffing business with a 401K 

withdrawal, a cell phone and a prayer. Just hang a 

sign, start knocking on doors, and rake in the cash.

If only it were that easy! In reality, staffing is a brutal, 

dog-eat-dog business that makes anything Darwin 

imagined seem like a lazy afternoon at the kiddie pool. 

To be successful in this industry, you’ve got to work 

hard and get the key things right. Staffing agencies 

that practice these habits are the most successful, 

profitable, and longest-lasting in the industry. The 

ones that don’t, well, if they aren’t out of business yet 

they likely will be soon!

Successful Staffing Agencies Stay Hungry
It’s easy to become complacent on the sales side 

when it seems like you’ve got more job orders than
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PEOPLE

Laurie O’Shea has joined Korn Ferry as Co-Head Global Insurance Practice. She will be based in the 
Chicago office. Ms. O’Shea previously was Vice Chairman and Global Head of the Insurance Practice 
at CTPartners Executive Search. The previously publicly traded firm, the 7th largest in the U.S., was 

sold to DHR International over the summer. Prior to joining CTPartners in 2012, she was a recruiter and partner 
with Russell Reynolds for 15 years.

ZRG Partners Adds Two CTPartners Alums
Andy Talkington was named a Managing Director of ZRG Partners based in Houston, with 
responsibility for developing the search firm’s global Industrial practice. Before joining ZRG, he was 
a Vice Chairman of CTPartners and Co-Head of the Global Industrial Practice. His search practice was 

concentrated in placing top executives in board of director, CEO, and executive-level management positions 
within the industrial sector. He previously was Senior Client Partner CEO & Board Services at Korn Ferry and 
a managing partner at Heidrick & Struggles, leading its global Industrial practice.

Also joining ZRG Partners as a managing director in the Chicago office was Jim Aslaksen, former 
Co-Head of the Industrial Practice at CTPartners. Aslaksen will develop the firm’s global industrial 
practice. Prior to joining CTPartners in 2013, he was a Senior Partner with Korn/Ferry International.

M&A

Atrium Staffing of California, a real estate, administrative and finance staffing firm, San Francisco-
based Bay Staffing Solutions. The boutique agency specialized in administrative and professional 
placement, with expertise in residential real estate and non-profit staffing. Atrium is headquartered 

in New York City and has branches in Boston, Chicago, and Pittsburgh. No price was disclosed.

Emergency and hospital medicine services staffing companies Schumacher Group 
and Hospital Physician Partners have merged, resulting in a combined presence 

in 29 states across 358 hospitals, and caring for nearly 6 million patients a year. The two firms will retain their 
independent brands, while Lafayette, Louisiana headquartered Schumacher Group will take the lead. Hospital 
Physician Partners is based in Hollywood, Fla.

DEVELOPMENTS

The Association of Executive Search and Leadership Consultants launched a redesigned 
website. The global association’s leader, Karen Greenbaum, said one of her goals is to give 

the organization a higher profile, particularly among clients. The new website merges the AESC’s Executive 
Search Connect into the redesigned main site and created an Insights “thought leadership library.”

NEWS NOTESand
With the maturing of the recovery, we’re seeing a 

slowdown in temp and contract hiring. The chart on page 

3 is of the American Staffing Association’s Staffing Index. 

The Index measures the gains and losses in temp staffing. 

One glance and you can see the Index is well off the high 

of December 2014 and below September of last year.

This is a classic post-recession pattern. As employers 

gain confidence in the recovery, seeing that sales are not just sustaining, 

but growing, they begin to add permanent headcount. I’ve heard from 

some agencies and recruiters that conversions are increasing. What I 

haven’t heard (and the government’s employment data bears this out) is 

that clients are reducing their contingent workforce in any significant way.

The numbers from the Bureau of Labor Statistics clearly show the 

slowdown in temp growth:

• January – August 2014: Temp agency staff grew by 98,900; an 

average of 12,400 workers a month.

• January – August 2015: Temp grew by 44,400; an average of 

5,550 workers a month.

Meanwhile, we’re seeing a greater willingness among workers to 

voluntarily quit. Most leave for another job; a sizable number are retiring 

or simply choose to stop working. Compiled by the BLS, the most recent 

quits report shows 2.2% of workers quit each month. At the current rate, it 

will annualize out to almost 26% for the year, the highest rate since 2007.

What this means for agency owners is that this might be a good time 

to start putting more effort into direct hire. Workers are more receptive 

to career improvement opportunities, which should make pipeline 

development easier for all but the toughest fields; IT and nursing, for 

instance. And clients looking to fill new positions (and those vacated by 

the monthly 2.2%) should be more willing to hear what you can do for 

them. Speed is key to winning the placement. Having a full pipeline gives 

you the advantage.

John Zappe, Editor – The Fordyce Letter
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Agreements, Multiple Sendouts 
Avoid Fee Discounting
Dear Barbara:

We’ve had three clients negotiate our fee right before 

they were going to extend an offer. In all three cases 

we reduced our fee, to avoid losing the placement. This 

is also happening in our contract division with margins 

being reduced. The candidates could have easily been 

placed at other companies for a full fee, but they all 

wanted to work where our clients were negotiating 

with us. How can we stop this? My account executives 

are too willing to reduce our fees and margins, but are 

reduced fees or margins better than no sale?

Janet M. – Madison, WI

Dear Janet:

It sounds like your entire team is convinced they 

have to reduce fees and margins to be competitive. 

There are clients (especially when they view our 

services as a commodity) that are 100% based on 

cost. Too often, these clients all but wipe out your 

ability to generate profits. Your team must know what 

the minimum markup must be in order to generate a 

profit and be able to sell against reduced fees.

If your team was sending out candidates on more 

than one opportunity, the competition for the talent 

helps increase fees and margins. Signed agreements 

up front also help clarify the value of your services 

and percentages that will be paid.

I’ve seen owners actually lose money on contracts 

and assignments where margins were quoted too low. 

There are times when you must walk away from clients 

who negotiate after the fact. I would also suggest that 

you as the owner meet with the clients who reduced 

their fees to show the value of your services, explain 

this was a one-time discount so you prevent this from 

happening in the future.

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

Fill More Orders with  
More Candidates
Dear Barbara:

My recruiters are only filling 12% of the job orders we 

are writing. The orders not being filled are good orders 

that are obviously being filled by our competitors. I 

spend a fortune on job boards and LinkedIn Recruiter 

but too often the candidates we’re surfacing have 

been called by several other recruiters or have already 

submitted their resume to the client. I hate to think of 

all the money we’re leaving on the table and I’m tired 

of listening to the excuses of my recruiters. How can 

we fill more of our orders?

Rodney A. – Atlanta, GA

Dear Rodney:

Clients not only want the best talent, but they want 

you to surface it faster than your competitors. They 

also want candidates they are not attracting by their 

job board ads and website postings. Implement the 

following ideas to fill more of the job orders written:

• Call past employers of your best candidates. 

Recruit their replacement with the same skills.

• Add six words to recruiting calls: “From your 

last place of employment.” This prevents 

someone from telling you they don’t know 

anyone. When you ask, “Who was the best 

(insert job title) from their last place of 

employment,” you will obtain names.

• Send an article of interest with a list of your 

open orders to your candidate database 

bi-monthly. You will surface candidates you 

have forgotten and your candidates will forward 

the list to their contacts which will result in 

additional candidates.

• Continue to recruit on an order until an offer is 

extended, to fill your database with additional 

qualified candidates for future job orders.

• Create and promote a candidate referral 

program. 50% of your candidates should be the 

result of referrals.

Implement these ideas and you will fill a much 

higher percentage of your job orders.

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

Whatever Happened to the 
Fordyce Forum?
Dear Barbara:

Why are you not having a Fordyce Forum this year? 

I thought it was one of the better events I attended. 

We no longer have a state association so it was also 

convenient when it was held in Dallas. Is it going to be 

scheduled in the spring of 2016?

John P. – Dallas, TX

Dear John:

I agree that the Fordyce Forum is a great conference 

however, the attendance did not justify the costs 

involved. In the past, there were two major national 

conferences and maybe six state association 

conferences. Currently there are over 50 conferences 

each year which really spreads the attendance very 

thin. Some of the current events include: five national 

conferences, 15 state associations, eight local 

associations, seven networks, several ATS companies, 

annual training events for large staffing and recruiting 

firms and franchise annual events. You also have 

many people who prefer virtual or webinar training, 

which does not take them away from their desks to 

attend a conference. These are the main reasons for 

cancelling the Fordyce Forum.

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

This Is a Numbers Game
Dear Barbara:

I know you advise everyone to know their numbers 

and ratios. When I was a financial planner I knew my 

numbers. Now, I stopped requiring my team to track 

them because, quite frankly I don’t think they were 

accurate, I think people were guessing.

Now every month is pretty much a crap shoot. I don’t 

even know what stats to monitor because we’ve split 

up the office among recruiters, client development-

inside and client development-outside and I have two 

researchers. What stats do you feel are most important? 

How can I get my team to track their results so I can 

manage them more effectively?

I also don’t want to get caught behind the eight ball 

if the economy goes south. When ratios increase, it’s 

always a good indication of something happening in 

the market. Do your people track stats daily? If you do, 

how do you get them to do it and what do you track?

Jim C. – Hartford, CT

Dear Jim:

Staffing and recruiting is a sales profession which 

is a numbers game. The only way you can effectively 

manage and help your team is if you know their stats 

and individual ratios. Numbers also identify exactly 

what results they need to achieve daily, in order to 

consistently hit or surpass goals. I understand that 

most sales people would rather do anything else than 

tend to details, but these details will make them more 

successful, taking the mystery out of what to achieve 

each day.

Ask Barb
with

Barbara Bruno

(cont’d on page 6)

We love the 
Fordyce Forum too!

Hi! 

I’m John Zappe, editor of The Fordyce Letter 
and FordyceLetter.com, here to comment on the 
future of the Fordyce Forum.

Barb explained things very well. The Fordyce 
Forum was highly rated by those who attended. 
Yet attendance wasn’t large enough to cover 
costs and attract the vendors who pay the lion’s 
share of a conference’s expenses. We worked 
hard to find a formula to allow us to reinstate the 
Fordyce Forum.

We may yet find a way to revive the Fordyce 
Forum. If you have ideas, let me know. Email 
me, John Zappe, at Editor@FordyceLetter.com.

Thank you.
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Too often owners mandate a specific number of calls 

each day. I don’t monitor the number of calls as much 

as the results achieved by each person. If someone 

makes 100 calls with no results, making more calls 

is not good advice. They need to change their script.

My team is also split up by job title, there are different 

stats needed for each position. The most important 

stat to monitor is sendout to placement, or fill and 

job order, contract or temp assignment to placement 

or fill. Just recently I launched a sales performance 

indicator automated metric tool, which makes it 

simple for individuals in staffing and recruiting firms 

to track their numbers. The system then automatically 

calculates individual ratios and generates reports for 

the Owner. If you want to view the stats we track go 

to: www.salesperformanceindicator.com.

Whether you utilize our system or develop one of 

your own, you owe it to yourself as a business owner 

and to the people who work for you to track and 

manage by numbers.

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

They Have to Want to Earn More
Dear Barbara:

How do I get my employees to set and achieve higher 

goals? They are earning more than they’ve ever earned, 

get comfortable and seem to lose their ambition. It’s 

very frustrating for me to watch them satisfied to be 

average. I have another question, what is considered 

top production in both permanent and temp?

Ashley G.   – Chicago, IL

Dear Ashley:

You made a correct statement that your sales team 

could set and achieve higher goals. The frustrating 

reality here is will they? If they continue to work their 

desk the way they currently do, their production will 

stay the same. It takes a commitment to change daily 

habits and get out of your 

comfort zone in order to 

produce more.

Your recruiters and 

account executives will 

not produce more just because you know 

they can. They will also not produce more because you 

want them to have a record month. The only time your 

recruiters will change the way they work their desk to 

produce more is for their own reasons. If they want to 

attain something for themselves or the people they love, 

they can and will do whatever it takes in order to be  

more successful.

The best thing you could do is have your team write 

down their top 10 non-negotiable goals in all areas 

of their lives that are important to them, i.e. health, 

career, finances, personal, spiritual, philanthropic, 

etc. Under each goal, have them write down five 

specific dated action items. When the action items are 

done, the goal will be achieved. Have them post these 

goals at their desk so they can see them as they work. 

If they want to buy a new home, save for retirement 

or send their children to the best schools, you will not 

have to motivate them.

It is also very effective to have them place pictures 

of their goals and put them on a dream board that 

is hung where they can see it as they work. Most 

individuals in the staffing and recruiting profession 

are visual. Staring at actual pictures of goals can be 

extremely motivating. It’s no coincidence that the 

most successful business I trained in South Africa 

was the firm that had dream boards hanging down 

from the ceiling in front of everyone’s desk.

To answer your second question, top production is 

considered $350,000+ in either direct placements or 

GMP (Gross Margin Profit) for temp and contract.

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS   TFL (back to TOC)

Barb Bruno, CPC, CTS, is one of the most trusted experts, speakers, and trainers in the staffing and 

recruiting professions. If you want to receive free training articles from Barb, sign up for her NO BS Newsletter! 

Barb has spent the last 20 years helping owners, managers, and recruiters increase their sales, profits, and 

income. Her Top Producer Tutor web-based training program jumpstarts new hires and takes experienced 

recruiters to their next level of production. If you’d like to contact Barb, call 219-663-9609 or email her at 

support@staffingandrecruiting.com. If you enjoy Barb’s training, join her Premiere Coaching Club.

(cont’d from page 5)

5 Ways Contract Staffing 
Helps Recession-Proof Your Desk

There’s been plenty of turmoil in the stock market 

these last two months. Stocks drop 1,000 points, then 

go up close to 900 points over a two-day stretch. It’s 

difficult to predict what’s going to happen next.

That would be an appropriate way to describe the 

typical recruiting desk. You just don’t know what’s 

going to happen next. There 

will be ups and downs for sure, 

but what should you do when 

there’s more downs than ups?

In the financial world, 

experts recommend that those 

investing in the stock market 

have a balanced portfolio of 

both stocks and bonds. With 

such an approach, investors 

don’t have “all their eggs in the 

same basket,” so to speak, and 

they minimize their risk. What risk would that be? 

The risk that the stock market will continue to go 

down and usher in a new recession.

Let’s face it: recessions happen from time to time. 

Anybody who’s been in the recruiting profession for 

any length of time has endured at least one recession, 

and battle-tested veterans of the industry have 

persevered through many more than that.

In the same fashion that a balanced investment 

portfolio of both stocks and bonds can minimize risk, 

running a balanced recruiting desk with both direct-

hire and contract staffing services can also minimize 

risk. Why is that?

Because during recessionary times, companies are 

less likely to hire employees on a direct-hire basis. 

Instead, they choose to utilize contractors to help 

complete projects and meet deadlines. As a result, a 

recruiting firm that offers just direct-hire services will 

suffer much more than a firm that offers both direct-

hire and contract staffing.

Just like people who only invest in stocks suffer 

much more when the stock market drops than those 

who have a more balanced portfolio.

Is there a recession on the way? While it’s almost 

impossible to predict when a recession will strike, 

history suggests that one is inevitable. In fact, recent 

market cycles suggest that a 

recession hits roughly every 

seven to eight years.

The most recent recession — 

dubbed “The Great Recession” 

due to its severity — began in 

2008, seven years ago. Based 

on those facts alone, it could 

easily be argued that another 

recession could begin as early 

as this year or next year. 

How prepared are you for a 

recession? How prepared are you for a recession at 

least as severe as the most recent one?

These aren’t pleasant questions to consider, but 

they’re necessary questions for any business owner 

and any recruiting firm owner to consider. Those 

firm owners who are proactive about preparing for an 

economic slowdown will be in a much better position 

to deal with such a situation, and contract staffing 

can play a pivotal role.

In fact, there are five main ways that contract staffing 

can help to balance your desk during a recession:

1. Offset the loss of direct-hire business.
As I mentioned above, direct-hire placements 

typically take a dive during a recession. However, 

contract assignments often increase due to the fact 

that companies still need to get work done. If you 

offer contract staffing, your contract income gives you 

enough to at least cover overhead. You can even make 

up lost direct hire placement income by taking on 

more contract placements. Over the years, countless 

By Debbie Fledderjohann

(cont’d on page 8)
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(cont’d from page 7)

recruiters have told us that contract staffing kept 

them in business during recessionary times.

2. Make placements even with a  

hiring freeze.

Just because a client has instituted a hiring freeze, 

doesn’t mean you can’t still make placements with 

that client. Companies still have deadlines to meet and 

projects to complete. If there’s a hiring freeze, they’ll 

do that by hiring contractors for a specified amount 

of time because traditional contractors come out of a 

different budget than hiring permanent employees.

3. Close more deals by offering temp to 

hire candidates.

In some instances, a company might be hesitant 

about bringing on a candidate full-time. Perhaps 

they’re not 100% sold on the candidate. Maybe due to 

budgetary constraints, they absolutely want to make 

sure this person is the one they want. Whatever the 

case, offering to place candidates on a contract-to-

direct basis could be the answer your clients seek.

This will give the client the opportunity to “try before 

they buy.” In this type of deal, you’ll earn hourly 

income during the contract period. Then, if the client 

decides to hire the contractor on a permanent basis, 

you can also earn a conversion fee. More companies 

are choosing this option because of the flexibility.

4. Make contract placements with the 

same client base.

The good news is that you do NOT have to market 

your contract staffing services to an entirely new 

client base. That’s because you can just use your 

existing client base (even if they’ve instituted a hiring 

freeze)! Statistics show that 80% of a recruiter’s 

direct-hire business comes from existing direct-hire 

clients. The only thing you really have to do is let your 

clients know you can place temps. Since you already 

have a relationship with them, it will increase the 

chances that they’ll also turn to you for their contract  

staffing needs.

5. Build more cash flow consistency and 

flexibility into your desk.

Have you considered the advantages of more cash 

flow consistency and flexibility on your desk right 

now? How much more could you use them during 

a recession? Not only can you make a substantial 

amount of money by adding contracting to your 

business model, you can also earn it in a steady 

fashion. You continue to earn money each hour that 

your contractors are working, and since most clients 

pay invoices on a weekly basis, you’ll be able to enjoy 

weekly cash flow.

The fourth quarter of 2015 is already here, and 

right behind that will be a New Year. Have you been 

proactive about preparing for whatever uncertainly 

might lie ahead?

This is the perfect time to conduct an audit of your 

recruiting desk. What would you do if direct-hire job 

orders started to dry up? Are you in a position to offer 

contract staffing to your clients? If not, what steps do 

you need to take?

One day in the near future, a recession will be here. 

It’s an economic and historical certainty. Don’t get 

caught flat-footed. Reduce risk and vulnerability by 

building a fully balanced recruiting desk with both 

direct hire and contract staffing. TFL (back to TOC)

Debbie Fledderjohann is president of Top Echelon Contracting, Inc., the recruiter’s back-office 

solution. The company was founded in 1992 and places technical, professional, and healthcare 

contractors in 49 states. Top Echelon Contracting helps recruiters make contract placements and 

handles all of the legal, financial, and administrative details. They become the legal employer and 

take care of the employee paperwork, legal contracts, time sheet collection, payroll processing, payroll 

funding, tax withholding, benefits, workers’ compensation coverage, invoicing, collections, background checks, etc.

As online tools and lead generation websites have increasingly become an integral part of the recruitment 

business, a disturbing trend has been forming among newer recruiters that I believe is damaging to our industry.

Many of the newer recruiters who grew up relying on online recruitment tools such as LinkedIn are becoming far 

too reliant on that model — candidates being served to them on an electronic silver platter. The next generation 

of recruiters needs to learn what the “old guard” has known all along; there is always a place for tried and true 

cold call recruiting in your tool kit, and if you don’t use this method you will lose this skill that I feel helps define 

an outstanding recruiter. Cold call recruiting is a fundamental technique that our industry was built on, and 

we ignore it at our peril and potentially make ourselves obsolete in the process.

Many recruitment professionals think professional networking sites and tools like LinkedIn are the staffing 

industry’s best friend. While these tools are helpful and necessary, there is a danger of recruiters using these 

tools as a crutch — executing online searches instead of being resourceful and inventive to locate hard to find 

candidates. In addition, has anyone noticed the changes in LinkedIn’s model over the last couple of years?

They Will Disintermediate You
Some of the newer recruiters who grew up relying on that model are figuring out what grizzled recruitment 

veterans have known for a long time — LinkedIn and tools like it should not be your main recruiting option. Why? 

Because by their very nature they use recruiters and recruitment organizations to help build their networks, 

then try to shut them out by selling their tools to our own customers, using value proposition statements such 

as “We will eliminate your reliance on staffing and recruiting firms.” Yikes!

So, I say it’s back to basics time for all of us! Here are some tips that should help your newbies learn the art of 

cold calling or knock the rust off for the veterans in the search for what’s key in this market — passive candidates:

• Identify companies in your target industries 

that may employ candidates with skills you’re 

seeking. Call these organizations and “make 

nice” (now there’s an old school term) with the 

receptionist/operator, or call after hours with 

the goal to obtain a phone directory roster. This 

is where old school and new school intersect as 

many companies post a significant amount of 

internal information on their corporate websites 

(departmental leadership names, numbers, etc.) 

that makes the initial cold call research easier.

• Call through the list with the goal of connecting 

with potential candidates and determining their 

willingness to make a move should the right 

opportunity come along.

Remember, you are not selling a job, but rather 

you are determining the candidate’s willingness to 

make a move. Sell the discussion, not a job. Make 

this call all about them. Passive candidates tend 

to be less willing to listen if they feel they’re being 

pushed, so soft sell any new opportunity.

By Debby Millhouse CPC, CTS, CSP

(cont’d on page 10)

TIME FOR BACK TO BASICS RECRUITING
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The Fordyce Letter and FordyceLetter .com have 

an extensive collection of posts on the art of cold-

calling . The entire online collection is here if you 

want to look for yourself .

We’ve rounded up some of the more recent and 

useful articles and posts . You’ll need to use the 

October Fordyce password to access those in The 

Fordyce Letter Library . The password this month is 

MyOctoberFordyce .

“Voicemail Surfing: A Comprehensive Guide on 

Using Voicemail to Circumvent Gatekeepers,” 

Sept . 2013 issue . Gregory Pankow provides an 

extensive and highly detailed guide to navigating 

the various types of business answering systems, 

including the specific keypad entries to use to get 

to company directories and to bypass receptionists 

and others .

“3 Surefire Ways to Cold Call Decision-Makers”: 

Jeff Allen provides tips, including scripts, for 

discovering who the staffing decision-makers are 

and getting to them directly .

“Hi! Here’s How to Leave Voicemails Guaranteed 

To”: In less than 500 words Bobby O’Shea shares 

one tip about leaving voicemails that can’t lose, 

even if you don’t get a call back .

Cold Calling series: A four part series by Terry Petra 

on how to make a cold marketing or recruiting 

call . He addresses the most common objections 

raised by those you call and how to overcome 

them . He covers an extensive range of issues .

Part 1: “You Have 30 Seconds to Answer: 

‘Why Are You Calling Me?’

Part 2: Here’s How To Give Your Prospect  

A Reason to Hear You Out

Part 3: Here’s How To Grab 

That Hot Recruit’s 

Attention Fast

Part 4: Getting the Recruit 

To See You As A 

Counselor

• Compensation is obviously 

a key part of any job 

discussion and can help 

quickly determine a 

candidate’s level of interest 

in moving. Ask the candidate 

if they are happy with current 

compensation. If they are not, then you have 

something to talk about. If they are, then you 

can inquire about job satisfaction, upward 

mobility, long-term goals, etc. Engage in their 

career path, not just their next job.

• If candidates are happy and not interested in 

looking, then ASK FOR REFERRALS! This is an 

opportunity many recruiters miss. When cold 

calling, the majority of candidates will either 

be happy in their current job or are not looking 

to make a move. That doesn’t mean that they 

don’t have friends or colleagues who may be 

interested in being contacted by a recruiter.

• Regardless of which way the conversation goes, 

ask if it’s okay to keep their name and contact 

information for future reference and send 

them your information “should their situation 

change.” So much of successful recruitment is 

timing and perseverance. Don’t burn bridges! 

This month’s “not interested” could be next 

month’s qualified candidate submission.

So, make an effort to drop that computer mouse 

on a regular basis and pick up the phone instead!  

TFL (back to TOC)

Debby Millhouse is the owner and CEO 

of CEO Inc. Founded in 1994, CEO Inc. is 

an award-winning, full-service recruiting 

and business resources firm offering direct 

hire placement, temporary staffing, and 

human capital services. Honors include 

being named as one of the Top 25 Charlotte Business 

Journal Best Places to Work for multiple years, one 

of the 2013 Fastest-Growing U.S. Staffing Firms by 

Staffing Industry Analysts, and the Best Staffing 

Firm in the 2014 Charlotte Observer Reader’s Choice 

Awards. For more information, visit www.ceoinc.com 

or call 704-372-4701.

(cont’d from page 9)

qualified candidates. Problem is, with staffing on the 

tip of the spear of economic shifts, any of our clients 

could lay off, close a plant, or go out of business at any 

point. If the only constant thing in the business world 

is change, it applies TRIPLE to staffing! While there is 

certainly wisdom in not biting off more than you can 

chew, successful staffing agencies are ALWAYS after 

the next new account to replace the one that’s about 

to slow down.

Successful Staffing Agencies Treat Their 
Associates Well

You’d be amazed at how many stories we hear about 

how poorly the agency down the street treated our 

applicants when they applied with them. Even if you 

would never under any circumstances place someone, 

that fellow human being is still worthy of your respect. 

Besides, no matter how much money you sink into 

marketing and reaching out to candidates, your 

largest applicant source will always be associate and 

candidate referrals. If you treat your people like they 

are a nuisance, aren’t important, or like you’re better 

than them, the absolute last thing they’ll do is send 

you their friends and family. I know I wouldn’t!

Successful Staffing Agencies Choose 
Clients Wisely

Don’t we always want clients? Isn’t that the first 

point of this article? Well that’s true, to an extent. 

We don’t want just any client, but rather clients that 

will keep our associates safe, both physically (by 

providing a safe work environment) and mentally 

(by providing a workplace free of illegal harassment 

and treating our associates with respect). We can roll 

out the red carpet to associates all day, but if we’re 

sending them to hellholes our reputation will fade fast 

and it will hurt applicant flow long-term. Plus, get 

enough people hurt or harassed and legal fees and 

comp mods will quickly drive your agency right out 

of business.

Successful Staffing Agencies Have a 
Process and Stick to It Company-Wide

Whether it’s the application process, onboarding, 

client sign-up, orientations, or any other non-client-

specific process, what one branch office does should 

mirror all the others. Having everyone on the same 

page speaks to both a staffing agency’s professionalism 

and its competency. If people are doing their own 

thing, what does that say about the people supposedly 

running things?

Successful Staffing Agencies Know What 
They Are Worth

As sure as the sun rises every morning, clients 

will try to get staffing agencies to lower their rates. 

I think it’s a law of nature or something. While it’s 

certainly understandable and commendable for any 

HR or purchasing manager to do their due diligence, 

we aren’t a non-profit entity. It’s OK to be flexible 

now and then, but being able to clearly explain why 

the rate is where it is and being willing to walk away 

if necessary are far better than losing money on an 

account, which can easily happen if we let clients 

lowball us into oblivion.

It’s Dog-Eat-Dog 
In Staffing

(cont’d from page 1)

(cont’d on page 12)

Adding a temp/contract labor component to a direct-hire search firm can help you weather downturns. When companies are 
reluctant to hire, but still need to get work done, they turn to temp. See “5 Ways Contract Staffing Helps Recession-Proof 
Your Desk” page 7.

Surviving the Next Recession
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Video interviews are not just for out-of-area 

job searchers. Your clients may use video 

interviews as a means to line-up multiple 

candidates in a short period or to include a manager 

at a remote location. For some interviewers, the 

process is another way to evaluate a candidate. As 

a recruiter, you should prepare your candidates to 

conduct an effective video interview.

Even if you’ve done practice in-person interviews, 

a video interview is a different experience. Lighting, 

backgrounds, even where to look are issues unique to 

a video interview. There are dozens of video interview 

services on the market, but they all share the same 

basics. For our purposes, I’ll use Skype.

Learn the Technology
Review the Skype tutorial to learn the operations 

of the application. Select an appropriate professional 

Skype handle. Purchase a quality headset to ensure 

sound quality. Participate in a practice Skype 

session prior to your first Skype interview. Take the 

opportunity to become familiar with Skype’s Share 

Screen and Send File functions.

Create a Suitable Setting
The background during the Skype interview says 

as much about your candidate as their apparel or 

resume. Be sure their interview area is free of clutter 

and distracting visuals. It is more flattering for lighting 

to be shining from the front rather than from behind. 

On a video conference, backlit lighting will darken the 

image. Be sure they keep the dog and cat out, and 

eliminate other audible distractions, such as chimes, 

phones, and others who may be in the vicinity during 

the interview.

Appearance
While video conferencing, sweeping movements 

will have a dragging effect. Try to remain as still as 

possible while acting naturally. Wear a solid color, 

other than white or black. Many prints and patterns 

create a moiré effect.

Communicate Carefully
Remind them to sit up straight, smile, and pay 

attention to speaking clearly. One of the most common 

mistakes is looking at the screen, rather than facing 

the camera. Have your candidate position the camera 

directly in front and look into it, especially when 

speaking. Be sure they have their résumé and talking 

points in front of them to stay on message. Taking 

the occasional note when the interviewer is speaking 

shows the candidate is engaged and attentive. Be alert 

from the time of sign on until the time both parties in 

the interview have disengaged the connection.

Last Minute Tasks
Close other computer applications and deactivate 

calendar alerts, IM messaging and other programs that 

may suddenly pop up on the screen. You never know 

what the message might be, so avoid embarrassment, 

as well as distractions. Have a phone at the ready in 

case of a connection failure. A glass of water should 

be within reach just in case.

The Bottom Line
The secret to success is to prepare and practice 

with each candidate before the video interview. As 

more and more companies adopt video interviewing, 

candidates need to learn how to be comfortable in 

front of the camera, while also coming across as a 

strong candidate. Don’t let a lack of video skills ruin 

your chances for a great placement. TFL (back to TOC)

Debra Wheatman is a Certified Professional Resume Writer (CPRW) and Certified Professional 

Career Coach (CPCC). She is globally recognized as an expert in advanced career search techniques 

with more than 18 years corporate human resource experience. Debra is a featured blogger on numerous 

sites and posts regularly on her own site. She has been featured on Fox Business News, WNYW with 

Brian Lehrer, and quoted in leading publications, including Forbes.com, The Washington Post, The 

New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and CNBC. Debra may be reached at debra@careersdonewrite.com  

or visit her website at www.careersdonewrite.com.

SIMPLE STEPS 
TO A 

STELLAR VIDEO 
INTERVIEW

By Debra Wheatman

Successful Staffing Agencies Pick the 
Right Internal Staff and Treat Them Well

Your staffers are your front-line employee, the 

link between you and your clients. You and/or your 

salespeople can make all the sincere promises you 

want, but if you get the business and your staffers 

don’t deliver, you’re back to square one, except with 

a bad reputation. Hiring great staffers is more than 

the right education or experience — it’s personality, 

attitude, flexibility, and the ability to maintain focus 

under pressure. Get them in the door and treat them 

so well that the only way they’d ever dream of leaving 

is for a better job (hopefully in HR or management at 

a place where they can utilize your agency!).

Successful Staffing Agencies Preach, 
Promote, and Practice Their Core Values

From the top down, an agency (or, for that matter, 

any business) that instills a culture of honor, 

integrity, diligence, and unflappable customer service 

throughout all levels of the organization is bound to be 

more successful than those that do not. Do the right 

thing, no matter what, and people will take notice and 

want to do business with you. TFL (back to TOC)

This article originally appeared on StaffingTalk.

Scott Morefield has been in staffing almost his entire working life, starting with a brief stint as a 

healthcare recruiter for Maxim Healthcare and continuing into his present 15+ year career with AtWork 

Personnel, which has included roles as staffing manager, branch manager, and his current role of 

Director of Marketing for his company’s 24 offices. Scott’s articles on various subjects have appeared on 

many websites, including WorldNetDaily, Natural News, and regular blog entries on AtWork’s company 

blog as well as his own, AMorefieldLife.com. He is also a regular bi-monthly contributor to the staffing industry 

website StaffingTalk.com. Scott has a BBA in Human Resources and an MBA from East Tennessee State University.
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I love pizza. For me, it ranks as one of my favorite 

all time foods. Setting aside regional differences in 

crusts, toppings and sauces, good pizza and good 

conversation can permanently bond people. As you 

will soon see, it did for me.

Arguments may rage over whether Chicago deep 

dish beats out New York thin crust, but, debates 

aside, I am most grateful for pizza because it helped 

me earn a $75,000 fee. Pull up a chair, grab a fresh 

slice and enjoy this true story. Other than changing 

some basic information for confidentiality, all details 

are true.

June of 2003: It was another day for me at work. 

South Florida, true to form, was hot and humid. My 

office phone rang and I picked it up on the third ring. 

On the other end of the line was a new candidate I’ll 

call Vince Collins. He was calling from New York and 

wanted to relocate to Florida. Unfortunately, I knew 

within the first five minutes of speaking with Vince 

that I was not going to be able to help because his 

practice and background simply did not mesh with 

any of my clients’ needs. I place lawyers.

To make matters worse, his academics were 

mediocre and his specialty area was never in demand. 

I wanted to quickly get off the call to attend to more 

pressing matters on my desk, but Vince kept rambling 

in a morose tone about his difficult divorce, tension 

at his current job and a wide range of his personal 

health issues. My attention began to wander. “I’m a 

recruiter,” I thought, “not a therapist.” I needed an 

exit plan.

I was trying to figure out a way to diplomatically end 

the call, but as I began to attempt to politely hang up, 

Vince asked me if “I could spare five more minutes to 

talk.” Feeling as if I had no choice, and seeing that 

he really needed a sympathetic ear, I shrugged and 

said, “Sure.”

 At the same time, I continued to stare at my lengthy 

to-do list which was aggressively competing for my 

attention. I knew I already owed a client a resume, 

I owed a candidate a follow-up call, and I owed a 

colleague a revised draft of an email. Meanwhile, 

Vince droned on in a sad, forlorn voice.

 I looked away from my desk and decided to take 

charge of the conversation to lift his mood. To lighten 

How a Pizza Referral Earned Me 

$75,000
By Joe Ankus

things up, I asked him where he’d recommend I get 

some pizza when I was in New York for an upcoming 

trip. He perked up immediately and his response was 

enthusiastic. It was as if he had magically transformed. 

The questions from Vince came rapid fire:

“Do you like thin crust or Sicilian?”

“What do you like on your pie?”

“Do you like extra cheese?”

 Admittedly, my interest in the conversation grew 

and so did his.

“I like thin crust, pepperoni and extra cheese… and, 

sometimes I add sausage. No vegetables ever. They 

make the slice gloppy.”

“Hmm…” He paused and then asked, “Did you ever 

try bacon on your pizza?”

“Bacon? Nope. I haven’t but that sounds tasty.” 

(Side note: I love bacon almost as much as I love pizza 

so the combination seemed like a perfect marriage of 

ingredients. I asked myself why I hadn’t already put 

these two together. The things we learn as a recruiter!)

“Try it. it’s a game changer.”

“I will.”

After a bit more chatting, we wrapped up the call. 

Vince sincerely thanked me for my time and I sincerely 

thanked him for the pizza suggestion. We both hung 

up; a happier Vince and a hungrier Joe.

Two weeks later, I was in a pizza parlor in South 

Miami. I was about to ask for “my usual” but I 

remembered Vince’s recommendation and ordered a 

medium cheese pie with bacon. The waiter paused, 

looked at me quizzically, and then left for the kitchen.

Twenty minutes later, it arrived. A delicious, 

perfectly baked pizza with the precise balance of 

bubbling cheese, zesty sauce, crispy crust and, yes, 

mounds of savory smoked bacon. I took a bite. And 

another. And another. In a few minutes, it was gone. 

Bacon had catapulted to the top of the list as my new 

favorite topping and I owed it all to Vince.

Fast Forward to February of 2004: Another 

day at the office. The phone rang three times and I  

picked it up.

“Hello, Joe?”

“Yes. This is Joe”

“This is Chris Gallagher. Vince referred me to you. 

Do you have a minute?”

When I heard Vince’s name, various thoughts 

raced through my mind, and, not surprisingly, they 

were all related to food. In a split second, I thought 

that perhaps Chris knew something magical about 

submarine sandwiches or chicken wings and, like 

Vince, was a fast-food culinary genius. I got hungry.

After a second or two, as he began to talk about 

his candidacy, I realized the call was only about 

recruiting. In short order, I realized that he was 

perfect for one of my clients. His practice matched, his 

credentials were exceptional, and his timing to make a 

move was spot-on. I quickly arranged a first meeting, 

a second meeting, and a third, negotiated the offer, 

closed the deal and presented an invoice for $75,000 

that was promptly paid. The entire process — from 

Chris’ referral to start date — was approximately four 

months. I was lucky. I knew it.

Throughout the entire process, Chris kept reminding 

me that “Vince said I had to call you.” I smiled to myself 

and realized how fortunate I really was. A simple and 

unexpected conversation about pizza had turned into 

a significant placement. My begrudging willingness 

to spend “five more minutes” with a candidate going 

through a tough time turned out in a way that I never 

expected. The lesson wasn’t wasted on me.

Our business, at its highest level, is predicated on 

referrals. In my opinion, all referrals, whether “good or 

bad” are the lifeblood of our profession and it is what 

can easily separate the consistent top producers from 

those who “hit and miss.”Referrals come from all sources
(cont’d on page 16)
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I know I benefitted greatly from Vince’s referral and 

I didn’t take it for granted. From that day forward, I 

realized — along with other leaders in our industry 

— that our business is a marathon, not a sprint. 

Relationships are built over time and with a variety 

of candidates, both those who are placeable and those 

who are not. Candidates who may be unplaceable may 

also know many candidates who are.

At the same time, as a business owner, I know 

that one commodity we must zealously guard is our 

time. Once our time is spent, we can never, ever get it 

back. That said, we must always also be aware of two 

additional guiding principles as recruiters: We need to 

be courteous and helpful (within reasonable limits) to 

those who seek our advice, and we need to remember 

that referrals come from ALL sources — not just our 

best candidates and clients. Vince needed someone 

to listen that day and, with pressure to do other work 

on my desk, I almost didn’t. I am glad that I made the 

right choice.

As this column comes to close, I am actually 

deciding what to have for dinner tonight. Come to 

think of it, a bacon pizza sounds pretty darn good! 

TFL (back to TOC)

Joe Ankus is the President of Ankus Consulting, Inc., a Florida based legal recruiting firm 

near the fish filled waters of Fort Lauderdale and the Florida Everglades. After practicing 

law in two of the nation’s largest law firms, Joe entered the recruiting field in 1991. Joe has 25 

years of professional experience and has successfully assisted in the placement of over 500+ 

attorneys in some of the nation’s most prestigious law firms and corporations. In addition, 

Joe has been a featured public speaker, author, conference panelist, and personal recruiting trainer to 

hundreds of recruiters on a nationwide basis. His website is www.ankusconsulting.com and his email is 

info@ankusconsulting.com.
(cont’d on page 18)

(cont’d from page 15)

Our business 
is a marathon, 

not a sprint

Photo Credit: Chameleons Eye

More and more, I am seeing companies who 

are hiring senior executives having their 

subordinate people meet with candidates 

during the interview process. In most cases I am told 

that this is because the more junior people are long-

term, trusted employees and they want to be sure 

they are good with the hire. One client said to me, “We 

are a close knit family here and I want to be sure the 

new person meshes with the group.”

It is a good idea, but it can be a double-edged sword.

While an account director may not have the ability to 

hire a group account director, they can influence the 

decision. Recently, we had a group account director 

candidate who met with an account supervisor who 

would be reporting to her. The first interview, with 

the head of account management, went well enough 

that the candidate then met with the supervisor. It 

appeared to be an innocuous 20 minute meeting.

The account supervisor dinged the potential 

employee. By telling the hiring manager she did not 

like her new potential boss, she put the manager in a 

position where she could not easily hire this person. 

What the supervisor told her manager was that she 

felt the candidate was somewhat condescending; she 

also thought the candidate was dull. Was she? Or was 

the supervisor just uncomfortable with a new person 

coming between her and the existing director? That is 

the chance a company takes in this situation.

Prep Your Candidate for  
These Meetings

Junior people, who are the ones who do the day-

to-day work, have a good perspective on what they 

need from a potential manager. Their opinion often 

counts considerably. No candidate should ever take 

one of these interviews for granted since people on the 

team can help to determine if there is good chemistry. 

This determination can flag potential future problems. 

(This is also true of more senior people who are in the 

interviewing loop, but who may seem irrelevant and 

the interview is deemed a courtesy; never take these 

interviews for granted.)

By Paul Gumbinner

The Double-Edge Sword of
Interviewing With Subordinates

The Double-Edge Sword of
Interviewing With Subordinates
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Meeting the team can be good for 

the senior job applicant as well. We 

had one case where a very senior 

financial person had to interview 

with a fairly senior person who 

would be reporting to her. During 

the lunch a number of issues 

came up. The result was that the 

candidate felt this person who 

would be reporting to her lacked certain knowledge 

which she felt should be known by a person at her 

level. I discussed this with the hiring manager who 

confessed to me that he knew about this and was 

aware of the missing pieces. However, he told me that 

the person who lacked knowledge was a long term, 

loyal employee and the candidate, if hired, would not 

have the ability to change this person. Subsequently, 

the candidate turned the job down feeling she would 

have responsibility but no authority. I believe that for 

her it was the right choice.

Few Candidates Ask to  
Meet Their Team

Surprisingly, few candidates ever ask to meet the 

people they will have working for them. They also rarely 

ask to meet the tangential 

people they will work with. 

In the case of advertising, 

account managers rarely 

ask to meet the planners 

or creative people who will 

interact with them on a day-

to-day basis. I recently had a 

candidate request to meet with 

these people and the hiring manager was reluctant to 

allow it to happen because it would take more time 

and delay hiring. I was able to talk the hiring manager 

into allowing the meetings and all worked out quite 

well; the candidate loved the group and the group 

loved her. However, interviews with the group are the 

exception rather than the rule.

Meeting as many people as possible gives potential 

employees a wide perspective on the company and 

the job. It also gives the company an equally wide 

perspective on the candidate.

The more a candidate knows about a company and 

the more the company knows the candidate, the better 

the likelihood it will be a good fit and a successful 

hire. TFL (back to TOC)

Paul Gumbinner spent 20 years in advertising. He is one of the few recruiters who has run 

an advertising agency. His advertising credentials include experience in virtually every category of 

products and services. Paul has written about advertising and advertising related personnel matters 

and has been published in Advertising Age and AdWeek. Paul has been quoted in many general 

publications as well including Forbes, Fortune, and  Newsweek. Paul’s blog about advertising, View from Madison 

Avenue is read by hundreds of advertising executives each week. Paul is one of the only advertising recruiters to 

be listed in Who’s Who in Advertising, Who’s Who in the East, Who’s Who in America and Who’s Who in Media 

and Communications. As a member of the American Advertising Federation’s Speakers Bureau, Paul is a popular 

guest lecturer and speaks about advertising and recruiting throughout the United States. His search firm, The 

Gumbinner Company recruits advertising executives for advertising agencies and corporations. The firm handles 

general advertising, direct, digital/interactive, event and promotion and recruits at all levels of the business. The 

firm prides itself on the tenure of its placements. All candidates are met in person. “We are partners in our clients 

and our candidates. We know advertising.”

Never take 
‘courtesy’ 
interviews 

for granted

(cont’d from page 17)

(cont’d on page 20)

Many hiring executives believe there should be 

hundreds of individuals qualified for their opening. 

For white-collar, professional-grade, college-educated, 

mid-management roles, especially in niche industries 

such as the insurance specialty segments and 

verticals we often work in, the reality is that only one 

or two candidates will possess what it takes to make 

it past the initial phase of the interview process. Let 

alone make it to the finalist stage.

The simple formula we use — and which is used 

internally for calculating our own likelihood of success 

when pricing out a retainer — is as follows:

.01 multiplied by X = Qualified Finalists

X is the number of actual, qualified talent meeting all 

the conditions. This is your Qualified Talent Pool or 

QTP. For example, if it is estimated that 60 people in 

the entire country fit your “C level” position, but only 

one-third are within the “Goldilocks Zone” (salary/

experience range) then 20 individuals represent your 

realistic QTP.

This is the pool of individuals we would begin our 

search with and limit our dialogue and contact to. 

Others would be too high or too far beneath the 

criteria level.

The actual number of candidates likely to 

have interest in your job as well as the probability of 

making it past the first or second interview is much 

smaller. In fact it would be 1% (.01) of the talent pool 

of 20. I’ve managed many thousands of searches 

across the United States, Canada, South America 

How to Calculate 
Your Real Talent Pool

By Frank G. Risalvato
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and Europe and this formula has worked like a Rolex 

each and every time. It works regardless of niche, 

specialty, industry, title, etc. If you miscalculated 

then you didn’t have the accurate initial QTP figure.

Take a look at the graphic. It’s a Venn diagram for 

assessing talent pools.

You would be multiplying 1% times the number of 

individuals represented by the small black center of 

the diagram. Those are the people you can expect will 

make it past the first or second interview.

In the scenario of having 20 individuals in our 

realistic target talent pool, only two-tenths of one 

person is likely to make it to the end zone (offer and 

acceptance) stage. This tells us our odds are not good. 

We would consult the client on relaxing some of the 

criteria to increase the initial pool in order to have the 

likelihood of success (the same can be applied during 

an internal search).

If you have a search, let’s say for a regional 

underwriter based in Albany, New York, and your 

total available qualified talent is 20 individuals (QTP) 

you’re likely to have .02 reaching the finalist stage. 

Not good. This type of search could take 2 years as 

you wait for someone to gain more experience and 

enter the QTP ranks (assuming another is not retiring 

or moving out of the territory during this same time)!

Put differently, with definitions included: .01 

(*multiplier based on decades of averages) x QTP 

(Qualified Talent Pool) = QF (Qualified Finalists). QF 

are those likely to reach offer and acceptance stage.

Here it is again on its own in simplest presentation: 

.01 x QTP = QF

There are many ways of determining Qualified Talent 

Pool; too many to spell out in this brief article. But it is 

the single most important task necessary to arrive at 

your qualified talent estimate. And it can be and must 

be done if you are serious about filling a position. 

Every search firm should be able to provide the client 

with a rough estimate of the qualified talent pool or 

qualified finalists. Recruiters who say “There’s plenty 

of individuals” or “This search will be no problem” 

without any explanation are most likely exaggerating.

Finally, to obtain an accurate QTP figure requires 

a very detailed job requisition / requirement / 

description and it must be thoroughly spelled out. 

This becomes the road map of the later research.

Once you are aware that only 1% of any known 

matching talent pool is likely to make it through 

the first interview you are able to predict with great 

accuracy what type of predicament you will be in 6 

months to one year later. If your QF figure is only 

.5 or less, chances are high you will not make it to 

the offer/acceptance stage this year. Sorry. That’s the 

truth. If you do make it to the offer stage, the chances 

of a counteroffer or rejection  blindsiding you is  

very high.

You need to get the QF number up to at least 1 or 2 

to have the high likelihood of an offer and acceptance. 

How do you do that? By relaxing some of the criteria 

of course. There are other ways, such as allowing for 

relocating someone from another territory, etc. If your 

analysis and job description modifications are unable 

to get the QF figure to the single full digits, you really 

don’t have a viable search on your hands. What you 

have is a wild goose chase or a bad case of wishful 

thinking. TFL (back to TOC)

Frank G. Risalvato is an original founder of www.iresinc.com and has 27 years of global recruiting 

experience ranging from multi-million dollar C-Level executives down through professional staff. He 

manages the retained search team at IRES, Inc. www.iresinc.com and can be reached at 704-243-2110.

Script 1 – Prospecting Without an MPC

Although marketing an MPC remains one of the 

most effective methods for developing business, 

that approach may not be appropriate under some 

circumstances. Therefore, I needed to develop an 

alternative script.

“Let me explain the purpose for my call.

“I wanted to see if we could take a few moments 

today, share some information, and then jointly 

determine whether or not my specialized service 

could be of value to your firm at this time or 

perhaps in the future.

“Can you speak freely for a few moments?”

This is a very low stress (for both parties) approach 

to prospecting. It generally does not create a “reflex 

rejection” and, depending on the prospect’s response, 

allows you to move the call in a variety of directions. 

Additionally, the opening phrase is an excellent 

attention getter, particularly if you build into the 

script the reason why you have specifically selected 

their company to call. In and by itself it certainly 

is not a great sales presentation, but it did serve 

as a foundation upon which many effective scripts  

were developed.

Script 2 – Creating a Dialogue

The next script was not planned in advance. 

Rather it was a “from the heart” reaction to a very 

stressful situation. Feeling a great deal of pressure 

and fear, I forgot everything I had prepared for my 

opening presentation. It was delivered spontaneously 

to the board of directors of a Fortune 500 company. 

My presentation that day was sandwiched between 

presentations from two of the world’s largest and most 

respected retained search firms.

When I walked into the board room and looked at 

the faces of the 11 men seated along the horseshoe 

shaped table, these words came to mind as a logical 

starting point for our meeting:

“Gentlemen, as I understand it, the singular 

purpose for our meeting today is to share 

information so that we can jointly determine 

whether or not my specialized service can provide 

the best solution for the critical problem you are 

facing at this time. Is that correct?”

The board members appeared stunned by my 

opening statement. However, I did not say another 

word until they answered my question, which they 

did with a qualified “yes.” From that point I gave them 

an overview of my understanding of their situation 

(they needed to replace their CEO) and “how” it had 

gotten to that point. This was followed by Q&A on 

both sides, after which I asked that we all consider 

the points that were discussed and make our decision 

within 48 hours.

To my surprise and delight, they called me the next 

day and gave me the assignment. When I asked why 

they selected me, one of the first things they mentioned 

was my opening statement. They indicated that the 

other firms were too focused on selling their services, 

where my approach was designed to create a dialogue. 

This was considered more professional as it stimulated 

an open exchange of meaningful information. Their 

feedback was very reassuring. Consequently, over 

the years, particularly in face-to-face meetings, I 

have successfully used variations of this approach to 

differentiate myself from the competition.

(cont’d from page 19) Build Your Scripts On These Foundations
(cont’d from page 1)

(cont’d on page 22)
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Five Legal Theories To Get 
You Paid When You Can’t Prove 

(Or Don’t Have) A Contract

(cont’d on page 24)

Placements

The Law&
By Jeffrey G Allen, J.D., C.P.C

We’ve been through the ABC’s of 
contract law many times:

A. Offer

B. Acceptance

C. Consideration

These are the elements that must be strictly proven 

to establish contract formation — a deal.

But in the world of non-exclusive, contingency-fee, 

unsigned, high-ticket deals, there are enough factual 

impediments to tempt any fee-fighter. Then there’s the 

legal precariousness of the reverse unilateral contract 

(where you solicit and place before being entitled  

to a fee).

Finally, there’s your burden of proof by a 

“preponderance of the evidence.” In most cases there’s 

nothing but your self-made, self-serving records. 

The employer denies everything. We covered this in 

Chapter l09 of Placement Management entitled “How 

The Silent Client Ambushes The Headhunter.”

Still, we’ve been shamefully effective in recovering 

placement fees. We don’t do it by just marching 

through the ABC’s. The direct breach of contract route 

is just too dangerous. Our contingency plan uses five 

alternate routes to reach the fee. Alternate causes of 

action (theories) that budge a judge or send a flurry 

through a jury. Here they are:

1. Account Stated

Invoicing the employer every month can actually 

“ripen” the relationship into a contractual obligation 

— an account stated.

In the classic “silent client ambush,” the employer 

simply avoids any communication with the 

headhunter. In that way, there can be no objective 

evidence of:

• Receipt of the fee schedule.

• Agreement to pay the fee.

• Knowledge the employer knew the recruiter 

referred the candidate.

If you’re relying on the “Acceptance of referrals 

constitutes acceptance of our terms” sentence in 

your fee schedule, you’re wishfully thinking. There’s 

no way to prove a thing (except that you shouldn’t be 

clearing fees).

Judges strain to scratch where they itch. One of 

the classic ways is by finding that even though no 

contract existed, the employer should have disputed 

the invoice. This is called an “account stated.”

Scripts 3 & 4 – 
Differentiating the Recruiter

I used the following two scripts during my second 

year in the business when I realized that prospects 

viewed most search firms as being all pretty much the 

same. By then, I also realized it was the individual 

recruiter who made the real quality difference. These 

scripts were designed to underscore that fact:

“Selecting my service is step one. Determining 

exactly how to take full advantage of my service 

in order to ensure that your firm receives the best 

possible return is something altogether different.”

Or

“Working with me is one thing. Knowing how to 

work with me so that you receive the greatest 

benefit is something altogether different.”

In most instances, these scripts will lead to a 

discussion of how we should best structure our 

working relationship to maximize the likelihood of a 

positive outcome within a reasonable timeframe.

Scripts 5 & 6 – 
Positioning Yourself and Your Services

The next script was designed to present a clear 

positioning statement about the circumstances under 

which I could deliver maximum results:

“My service can be of greatest value when your 

need is now, your requirements are specific and 

critical, and when there is no margin for error 

in the hiring process. This is the type of situation 

that plays to my greatest strength: the ability 

to focus resources, commit to an identifiable 

timetable, and deliver exceptional results.”

The next script was developed to act as an extension 

of the one above as well as a standalone presentation 

of “who” I am and “how” I work as a recruiter:

“I really only have two things going for me; my 

time and my ability to use that time properly to 

deliver exceptional results for my clients. I focus 

on results, not excuses. If you need effective, 

immediate action, then we should talk further. 

My performance standards are high and always 

reflect the realities that exist within my client’s 

environment. Can you see the value in this type 

of approach?”

Script 7 – Our Standards

The final script was inspired by a discussion I had 

with a now retired and highly successful industry 

practitioner. Ultimately it served as the centerpiece 

for my company’s mission statement. This is the 

standard by which we judge ourselves and ask our 

clients and candidates to judge us.

“We have committed ourselves to operate from a 

position of uncompromising integrity. This means 

you are going to get straight answers and if we 

cannot help, we will tell you. It means we will 

own our problems. If we make a mistake, we 

own the mistake. If we say it, you can count 

on it. This principle guides the conduct of our 

business and serves as the cornerstone for all 

our relationships.”

The spirit expressed in this script not only helps 

define us as an organization, but also establishes the 

rational for our guarantee policy.

As referenced at the beginning of this article, the 

scripts were developed primarily to focus on client 

development. However, the concepts and fundamentals 

they reflect can be embraced by anyone who is truly 

committed to establishing a career in this business. 

They continue to serve as an important part of my 

foundation and, perhaps, they can for you as well.

As always, if you have questions or comments about 

this article or wish to receive my input on any other 

topic related to this business, just let me know. Your 

calls and emails are most welcome. TFL (back to TOC)

Terry Petra has successfully conducted seminars for state, national, and international associations 

as well as in-house consulting and training programs for hundreds of staffing/recruiting firms around 

the world. Terry provides a full range of training and consulting services focused on the needs of the 

staffing/recruiting industry. Training products include the updated “Petra Training System” and a 

newly revised advanced CD Training Program entitled, “Just Do It Right! A Client Centered Process 

That Works.” For a full review of his products and services, visit his web site at www.tpetra.com.

(cont’d from page 21)
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(cont’d from page 23)

Here’s how attorney Andrew Coppola explained the 

theory in The Law of Business Contracts:

“Where the…account is made up of only 

liquidated [ascertained] debts…there is usually 

an express or implied [that’s ours] promise to 

pay the balance. But in such case there is no 

sufficient consideration for the debtor’s promise 

since, if the reckoning is accurate, he is promising 

to do only what he is already obligated to do. 

Yet, the promise is held enforceable even  

without consideration.”

That overcomes the absence of consideration, but 

how do we back up into offer and acceptance? By 

continually invoicing the employer every month until 

the day of trial.

It’s particularly important that you don’t alter the 

invoice. This happens over half the time; placers get 

upset that their discounted fee hasn’t been paid. They 

start billing a full fee. They re-address invoices to 

CEO’s. They send angry cover letters to anyone with 

a mail drop. They copy in anyone with a title. They do 

everything to get a reaction from the employer. Being 

ignored is an insult.

It’s obvious they never read Uncle Remus stories. 

My favorite quote is: “By and by, Brer Rabbit, he 

gonna get where he want to be.”

Even adding interest or “finance” charges can be 

risky unless you do it with other employers. You want 

it to appear that you expect payment, and are just 

being patient. Otherwise when your other records are 

subpoenaed, you’ll blow your cover.

Since you should be referring past due accounts 

to your lawyer after 30 days from the start (invoice) 

date, keep “stating” that “account” with monthly 

“statements.” The more months that pass, the better. 

Let him do his thing — just keep those invoices comin’.

Here’s how the trained legal mind of your  

judge thinks:

• A five-figure bill for something I didn’t buy, 

would get my attention.

• If I didn’t respond and “accepted the benefit 

conferred” (continued services of the 

candidate), I could be accepting by silence.

• I would respond in writing, since I’d want to 

build evidence in my defense.

• If something was wrong with the service 

provided, I would immediately notify the 

provider in writing.

• If I paid another source, I would require that 

it “hold me harmless” and indemnify (protect) 

me by paying all expenses (defense costs, 

judgment, etc.).

So with every month that passes (and there are many 

before trial), the account stated theory “seasons.” It 

becomes more and more credible.

Of course, there are dozens of reasons why you 

won’t hear about your invoice from a large (fee-paying) 

employer. Among them:

• Inertia: The invoice just sits in some human 

resourcer’s “in basket” because he’s busy  

with major corporate moves (ordering door  

signs, etc.).

• Confusion: Nobody knows who is authorized  

to approve the fee, so the invoice bounces  

around aimlessly.

• No budget: Either before or after the 

placement. You’re an unsecured, unnecessary, 

unimportant creditor now. Avoidance is  

the result.

• Fear: The “unauthorized hiring authority” 

didn’t realize he was binding the employer, 

overstepped his bounds, has a more strict 

supervisor, etc.

• Creation of a new guarantee: By delaying 

payment, the hirer is attempting to shift 

the “risk of loss” to you. He knows you’ll 

be more likely to reduce or waive the fee if 

the candidate leaves. Some even angle for a 

replacement before paying!

• Sandbagging: The hirer secretly plans to leave, 

and doesn’t mention your fee because he:

• Wants a reference letter.

• Wants the candidate to join him at  

another employer.

• Wants to leave his successor with the bag.
(cont’d on page 26)

Account stated is always our second cause of action 

in fee-collection complaints. It cures the technical 

defects in proving a breach of  contract (our first cause 

of action), and turns bureaucratic weaknesses into 

collection strengths.

2. Quasi-Contract

This isn’t a contract theory at all — merely an 

“equitable” (conscience) one that allows the judge to 

scratch his itch by compensating you. That’s why the 

theory is called quasi-contract. The reason is unjust 

enrichment — the employer would be “unjustly 

enriched” by having obtained the candidate’s (or your) 

services without paying for them.

According to lawyers Gordon Schaber and Claude 

Rohwer in Contracts:

“The modern rationale for quasi-contractual 

recovery is the prevention of unjust enrichment. 

As the words themselves indicate, there are two 

equally important facets to the doctrine:

[First] there must be enrichment of the defendant. 

In other words, the defendant must have somehow 

benefitted. His assets must be increased in value, 

or he must somehow be better off . . .

[Second] the plaintiff must have actually expected 

compensation at the time the services were 

rendered, or the services will be seen as a gift 

rendered by a mere volunteer.”

The measure of recovery in quasi-contract is wide 

open. Your objective should be at least a full fee. For 

this reason, it is imperative to document:

a. The amount of time the job was open prior to 

your involvement.

b. The other efforts of the employer to find 

candidates (ads, other recruiters, etc.).

c. The employer’s knowledge of your fee.

d. The availability of qualified candidates.

e. The amount of time and effort you expended to 

find and qualify candidates.

If you can, it also helps to document:

f. The amount the employer has gained by filling 

the position quickly and properly.

These items can all be ascertained if your timing is 

right. The job order should reflect items “a” through 

“d,” and the rest should be added as the search is 

undertaken. Letters, notes, resume comments and 

other items from the employer are great to state your 

case. Encourage emails and faxes — they’re accepted 

readily by courts.

At the time of trial, be prepared with competitors’ fee 

schedules (to show “customary and usual” charges, 

the “reasonableness” of a five-figure fee for a phone 

call, etc.).

If you’re not prepared properly, you’ll have a “failure 

of proof.” Even a “wild and quasi” judge will worry 

about being reversed on appeal.

But if you give him the backup, your lawyer doesn’t 

have to be a CPC to double or even triple your fee!

Many years ago, we tripled one recently when a 

Japanese company successfully defeated the contract 

cause of action based upon a hire more than one 

year from the date of referral. The recruiter’s fee 

schedule foreclosed the fee, but the employer hired 

the international controller 18 months later.

That case demonstrates what Schaber and Rohwer 

pointed out:

“[T]he measure of recovery in quasi-contract can be 

a difficult problem, especially in situations where 

there is an unenforceable contract. Presumably, 

in that situation the parties have already agreed 

upon a price. However, the reason that the plaintiff 

seeks quasi-contract is because the court cannot 

enforce the agreement.

This could at least theoretically allow a plaintiff 

to recover more than the agreed upon amount…”

Because the foundation of quasi-contract is 

prevention of unjust enrichment (whether so labeled 

or not), courts have looked to the dollar value of the 

benefit conferred upon the defendant as one measure 

of recovery.
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(cont’d from page 25)

That’s why quasi-contract is the third theory in all 

of our complaints.

Quasi-contractual recovery cleans up a variety of 

other technical defects as well. Among them are:

• The daily defense that no fee schedule was 

received (and therefore impliedly accepted by 

acceptance of referrals).

• A “forward pass” where there’s no deal with 

the eventual employer. For more on this, 

read Chapter 115 in Placement Management 

entitled “Send-out To `A’, Hire by `B’: 

Intercepting The Forward Pass.”

• Recontacting the candidate after a limitation 

period in a fee schedule or employer placement 

service agreement (PSA). Often it’s one year.

• A variety of “good faith” employer mistakes 

(thought candidate would pay fee, thought you 

were from unemployment office, thought there 

was free trial period, etc.).

• Getting paid when a candidate:

• Refuses to accept an interview through the 

recruiter, but goes out on his own.

• Refers a non-candidate who is hired.

• Is hired, then hires another candidate.

3. Fraud

A fraud allegation really gets a fee-fighter’s attention.

For our purposes, fraud is the employer’s intentional 

overstatement, misstatement or concealment of 

something regarding the search that induces the 

recruiter to work for nothing.

You don’t have to look beyond your job order to find 

something like that. For example:

• Were the “exciting” job duties inflated?

• Was “occasional travel” synonymous with 

“office in car”?

• Were things like “must change boss’  

bedpan” omitted?

I know — duties in all jobs are overstated, misstated 

or concealed. It’s the way the game is played. Every 

job since Job’s has been created because someone 

else didn’t want to do it. That’s why it became known 

universally as “work.” People are paid to get them to 

accept. Further, that’s why people are paid to recruit 

them! And the difficulty of doing so is why they’re 

paid so well.

The fact that employers lie to candidates and that 

candidates lie back isn’t what you’re suing about, 

though. You’re suing about misrepresentations to 

you when you took that JO. Each of them relate to 

that little “fee confirmed” box or similar verification 

that it’s been cleared. There’s a big difference between 

working on a “contingency-fee basis” and working “for 

nothing.” That difference is your net income.

So if you’re spending your precious time, talent 

and treasury looking for someone, the least the 

(sometimes) hirer can do is be straight with you. And 

the most he has to do is pay you when you place 

someone in spite of his specious specs.

You justifiably rely on the misrepresentation that 

he’ll pay the fee (or the omission to tell you he won’t). 

Then it’s just a matter of proving your damages. 

Time records, fax logs, phone bills, correspondence, 

candidate background sheets, resumes, sendout 

sheets, introduction slips, debriefing notes and other 

documents establish your case.

Fraud is not a contract principle — it’s a civil (and 

criminal) wrong. As an intentional tort, the court has 

the power to punish the employer and set an example 

of it. These punitive and exemplary damages are in 

excess of the compensatory (to compensate) ones 

available. So your fee is just the beginning.

The big issue in fraud cases is whether the employer 

intended to write its own no-points, no-interest, liberal 

repayment loan in the amount of your fee, or lead you 

into placing someone for nothing.

Courts use words like “malice,” “ill will” and 

“scienter” (unscientifically defined as “knowledge of 

the falsity”) to describe that certain “hatefulness” 

that goes beyond shrewd business practices. But like 

many words in the legal lexicon, it’s a judgment call 

by the judge (or jury).

Evidence that has helped us win fee avoidance cases 

on a fraud cause of action includes:

• A letter from the hiring authority confirming 

the search, but rejecting the candidate who 

was hired a week later.

• An application form with the same date as the 

one produced by the employer, indicating the 

recruiter was the source of the hire.

• The testimony of an employee that he was 

introduced to the candidate he “referred” by 

the personnel manager.

These (and many others) when connected up with 

fee-fighting fiction by the employer prove the material 

misrepresentation (even by silence) that drives 

damages right through the roof.

Any paralegal can frame a pleading that can weave 

fee-avoiding facts into the elements of fraud. You’ll 

think that’s all you need to get the employer’s attention 

so it will pay the fee.

This reasoning is half right; it gets the employer’s 

attention. However instead of paying the fee, it 

vigorously defends the case (and is around twice as 

likely to file a cross-complaint against you). Based 

upon what theory? What else? Fraud! An oversell 

here, a candidate con there. Always something a 

paralegal can paragraph.

This is known in law lore as a “psychological 

counterclaim.” It makes you wonder whose lawsuit 

it is. It ups the ante. It evens the score. Your lawyer’s 

sorry he listened to you. Now he’s staring down the 

barrel of a contingency-fee defense case.

So be sure your facts are straight — from the gate. 

If they are and your lawyer’s up to the task, your 

barrel’s on a bazooka.

Fraud is a crime too. However, most police won’t 

even take a report on a fee-fight. After 93 seconds of 

obligatory listening they’ll tell you it’s a civil matter. 

Four seconds later, they’ll refer an ex-cop who’s  

an attorney.

4. Unfair Trade Practices

The common law (judge-made law) of fraud has 

been codified into statutory regulation in many states. 

This is because the legislatures wanted to specifically 

prohibit “unfair,” “deceptive,” or “fraudulent” activities 

by taking the discretion away from the courts. The 

most popular punishment is “treble damages” (three 

times the amount of your fee). The burden of proof is 

often the same as fraud, but once it has been met the 

damages are automatic. So if you:

a. Prove your fee is due on the breach of contract 

theory, and

b. Prove the employer’s conduct is prohibited by 

the statute,

c. You get whatever multiple damages it says.
(cont’d on page 28)
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But be careful about inviting a cross-complaint, as 

with the fraud cause of action item 3). There are two 

reported cases against placers using these statutes. 

Winston Realty Co., Inc. v. G.H.C.G., Inc. t/a Snelling 

and Snelling (331 SE2d 677) and Diversified Human 

Resources Group, Inc. v. PB-KBB, Inc. (671 SW2d 

634). These weren’t counterclaims, but legally it 

makes no difference.

Unfortunately, there are no unfair trade practice 

cases against fee-fighters. They’re won at the trial 

level, and aren’t appealed. So they aren’t published 

and can’t be cited as precedents.

As with fraud, unfair trade practices can also be a 

crime. If so, you can file criminal charges at no charge 

(except for the one you get). Don’t be disappointed if 

that’s all you get, though. It’s unlikely the vice squad 

will storm the employer’s personnel office.

5. Conspiracy

The fraud (item 3) or unfair trade practices (item 

4) causes of action can easily be leveraged into 

conspiracy. Simply stated, the tort of conspiracy is, 

“Two or more people doing something neither can do 

separately.” Like defraud or unfairly trade.

Conspiracy invokes punitive and exemplary 

damages, so it’s an important theory. It’s also a crime, 

making it a persuasive one.

In some jurisdictions, a corporation can’t “conspire 

with itself,” since technically it’s a single “person.” 

But conspiracy can include people not otherwise 

liable (like the candidate, another recruiter, your ex-

employee who billed from home, etc.). This makes it 

the ultimate bazooka machine gun.

Be careful where you aim it. But it causes enough 

ducking, finger-pointing, and cross-complaining 

among the “co-defendants” to get you paid fast. And 

if you’re not, the co-conspirators can be “jointly and 

severally liable” in an unlimited amount.

These five routes go around and above your contract 

rights to reach the fee. With them, almost every fee 

collection case is worth something. Go for it — you 

earned it! TFL (back to TOC)

Jeffrey G. Allen, J.D., C.P.C., is the world’s leading placement lawyer. More than 35 years ago, Jeff turned a 

decade of recruiting and human resources management into the legal specialty of placement law. Since 1975, Jeff 

has collected more placement fees, litigated more trade secrets cases, and assisted more placement practitioners 

than anyone else.

Jeff holds four certifications in placement and is the author of 24 popular books in the career field. Jeff’s 

experience includes: Author of “The Allen Law” — the only placement information trade secrets law in the United 

States; Expert witness on employment and placement matters; Recruiter and staffing service office manager; 

Human resources manager for major employers; Certified Personnel Consultant, Certified Placement Counselor, 

Certified Employment Specialist and Certified Search Specialist designations; Cofounder of the national 

Certified Search Specialist program; Special Advisor to the American Employment Association; General Counsel 

to the California Association of Personnel Consultants (honorary lifetime membership conferred); Founder and 

Director of the National Placement Law Center; Recipient of the Staffing Industry Lifetime Achievement Award; 

Author of The Placement Strategy Handbook, Placement Management, The National Placement Law Center 

Fee Collection Guide and The Best of Jeff Allen, published by Search Research Institute exclusively for the 

staffing industry; and Producer of the EMPLAW Audio Series on employment law matters. You can email him at 

Jeff@placementlaw.com.

(cont’d from page 27)
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